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Next 2-Minute Talk: Repent or Perish!


Description: To enter heaven, we must repent of our sins.

Watch Now

About White Horse Media
Help Us Spread God's Word

His Voice Today
Devotional
- Cut Sin Out Now
- The Day Death Dies
- No Mixture of Mercy

Timely Tidings
- Iran, Israel and Armageddon
- Colorado Movie Massacre (Part 2), The Threat of Violent Entertainment
- Reflections on the Colorado Movie Massacre, By Steve Wohlberg (Part 1)

White Horse News
- The Trouble with Twilight Airs Nationally Nov. 21-25
- Legacy TV Changes Its Name to The WalkTV (Fall Schedule)
- Twilight Cometh, Darkness Deepens, Spread Light!
Featured Articles

- The Colorado Movie Massacre (2), The Deadly Threat of Violent Entertainment
- Reflections on the Colorado Movie Massacre, By Steve Wohlberg
- A Closer Look at Romans 11:1
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